
Met. A. 64 
CERTIFICATE FOR DRAWAL OF D.A. / T.A. ON TOUR  

(CERTFICATE UNDER S.R.40) 
 

(Journey from…....................................  to ….............................................on…............................. 

from …..........................................….......to….............................................on.................................. 

 

1. Certified that the road mileage claimed in the bill is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

2. The places where road mileage have been claimed are not connected by rail directly or indirectly. 

3. I traveled in the class of accommodation to which I am entitled and the railway fare claimed by me 

has actually been paid to the railway authorities. 

4. No Govt. transport was provided for the road journey for which road mileage has been claimed in 

the bill. 

5. This T. A. claim has not been made before. 

6. I did not perform the road journey for which mileage allowance has been claimed at the higher rates 

prescribed in the rule 46 of the Supplementary rules by taking a single seat in any public 

conveyance (excluding a Steamer) which plies regularly for hire between fixed point and charges 

fixed rates. I also certify that the journey was not performed in other vehicle without payment of its 

hire charges or incurring the running expenses.  

7 I actually traveled by First / Second (Mail / EXP / ordinary) train from 

(STATION)………………………..…………..............................................................................   to 

(STATION)…… …………………………………….................................................................. 

8. Journey performed by Mail / Express train was in the interest of public service.  

9. I was actually and not merely constructively in camp on …………………………. during my tour 

from ……………………………………………….to………………………………………………. 

10. I was / was not treated as State Guest during my official tour. 

11. I did not avail of casual leave during my tour / halt. 

12. Return ticket for the rail journey was / was not available. 

13. I did not share / I shared a hired transport. 

 
N.B Item(s) which is (are) not applicable  

to be struck off.                  Signature    ……………………………… 

 

                      Designation. ….  ………………………… 

 

         Date……………………………………… 


